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A key problem in next-generation linear collider de- 
signs utilizing multibunching is the control of multibunch 
beam break-up. One method of controlling the break-up 
is detuning, i.e., varying the frequency of the transverse 
deflecting modes by varying the cell dimensions within 
the.accelerating structures. In this case, the beam break- 

.up is sensitive to the resonances between the bunch fre- 
quency and some of the deflecting mode frequencies. It is 
also sensitive to errors in the fabrication and alignment 
of the accelerating structures. We examine these effects 
in the context of the SLAC NLC design. 

INTRODUCTION 
In the present SLAC design for a Next-generation 

Linear Collider (NLC), it is planned that a 125 ns train 
of bunches will be accelerated on each RF pulse. In or- 

_ der to control multibunch beam break-up, we must en- 
sure that the transverse wake is kept sufficiently small 
over the length of the bunch train. We plan to vary 
the structure dimensions so that the frequencies of the 
-lowest-passband synchronous modes approximately fol- 
low -atruncated Gaussian distribution in each structure. 
This “detuning” of the frequencies provides a strong ini- 
tial roll-off of the wake before the first bunch spacing 
is reached. In addition, to maintain sufficient suppres- 
sion of the longer-range wake, we plan to interleave these 
detuned frequencies over about four diierent structure 
types. This provides a smoother and denser distribution 
of frequencies than is obtained with just one structure 
type. However, the success of the method requires that 
dipole-mode frequency errors and misalignments of the 
structures be kept sufficiently small; this is the focus of 
the present paper. 

DETUNING STRATEGY AND PARAMETERS 
Intuitive understanding of the effects of detuning is 

most easily obtained by viewing the structure as consist- 
ing of a collection of uncoupled oscillators. A more cor- 
rect treatment includes the effects of the small couplings 
between the oscillators; the simplest way to do this is via 

- equivalent-circuit models. In this aper we use a “double- 
band* equivalent-circuit model 1 , that takes account of 
the mixing of the Z’&f~lo and ce 111 modes to produce 
a TMII-like dipole mode, which is the most important 
mode for multibunch beam break-up. 

In the NLC structure design [2].we have the free- 
dom to shape the distribution of the dominant TM~1-like 
dipole mode frequency fo between its two end-cell values, 
while keeping the frequency fTf of the accelerating mode 
fixed. Let the ftill-spread be Afiot, centered on frequency 
fo, and neglect the cell-to-cell coupling for the moment. 
For a truncated Gaussian distribution with standard de- 
viation af, the spacing between adjacent components is: 

t Work supported by Department of Energy contract 
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Sfi= N-lajexp -E [(fot\~~‘2]gyf(~) . (1) 

Here n, E h is the full width of the truncated dis- 
tribution in liits of uf, N is the number of cells in a 
structure, and erf(z) E -& &.. emua du is the usual error 
function. The fractional spacing in the central core of 
the distribution is approximately 

(2) 
Including coupling via the equivalent circuit model mod- 
ifies the distribution, in particular, the core spacing is 
increased somewhat and the tails of the distribution ex- 
tend further out. For our parameters, the core frequency 
spacing in the uncoupled model is 6 f/f x 3 x lo-‘; for 
the coupled double-band model, 6f/f is increased by a 
factor of about 1.4. 

To obtain the overall frequency distribution for n 
structures with interleaving, we use the distribution as 
given by Eqn. (l), b u we increase N by a factor n. For t 
n = 4, the lowest frequency would be assigned to struc- 
ture type 1, next lowest to type 2, next to type 3, next 
to type 4, next to type 1, and so on? cycling repeatedly 
through the structure types. The hnac is built by cy- 
cling through the n structure ty es we have generally 

54 used the pattern 1 3 2 4 1 3 2 4... . e have done simu- 
lations using “smooth focusing” in which there is a focus- 
ing element between each 1.8 meter structure. We have 
also used a more realistic FODO-type lattice, in which 
the number of structures between quads increases with 
energy, while maintaining an approximate Eli2 depen- 
dence of the average beta function and reasonable mag- 
netic field strengths. In either case, the initial value of 
the average betatron function p in the NLC main linac 
will be around 6 meters, and will increase approximately 
as the square root of the energy going along the linac. 
Thus, the betatron wavelength 27rp is much greater than 
the structure length everywhere in the linac. For n = 4 
interleaved structure types, the effect is much the same 
as if the wake function W(r) were an average of the wake 
function over the n structure types. 

The NLC structures will have an accelerating fre- 
quency of 11.4 GHz (X-band), with irises and inner cell 
radii tapered to produce a truncated Gaussian before 
coupling is included. Parameters of this Gaussian are 
fff = 2.5% and n, = 4. The Q’s of all the coupled 
modes were taken to be 6500 (the variation in Q calcu- 
lated for the coupled modes was small, and for simplic- 
ity we neglected it). The envelope of the single-particle 
wake function averaged over a single structure is shown 
in Fig. l(a). The envelope averaged over four structure 
types with interleaved frequency distributions is shown 
in Fig. l(b); one sees that there is substantial additional 
suppression of the longer range wake. This is necessary 
for the 125 ns bunch train design now being proposed for 
NLC (note that the range shown for z is approximately 
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--“ -the lengih of the tram). Other parameters are: bunch 
charge N = 0.65 Y lOlo, bunch spacing = 16&f e 42 cm, 
initial linac energy 15 GeV, final linac energy = 250 GeV, 

5.C 

- linac length = 6 km, initial p x 6 m  (and scaling as 
fl). The energy spread is assumed to be zero in these 2.5 
simulations. 0 
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Figure 1. Envelope of the single-particle wake function W(z) 
(a) for single structure type, (b) for four structure types 
with interleaved frequency distributions. 

INJECTION JITTER 
We begin by examining the case of a ‘perfect” hnac 

(no frequency errors or misalignments), with a uniform 
initial offset of the beam. The transverse offset of the 
bunches at the end of the linac (in units of the initial off- 
set, and normalized by factoring out the adiabatic damp- 
ing due to acceleration) is shown for a single section type 
in Fig. Z(a 
frequency CL ’ 

and for four section types with interleaved 
tributions in Fig. 2(b). The advantage of us- 

ing the four interleaved section types is mainly the strong 
suppression of the blow-up from injection jitter, as seen 
in this figure. For the case of a single section type? keep- 
ing the projected emittance growth of the multlbunch 
beam below, say, 25% would require keeping the injec- 
tion offset to leas than 30% of the beam size. Note that 
it is only in the later part of the train that additional 
suppression is needed (cf. Fig. 1). For the case of four 
section types, the emittance growth will be only a few 
percent even with an injection offset comparable to the 
beam size. 
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Figure 2. Transverse offset of bunches at end of linac (no 
errors), in units of initial uniform offset 20 of train, as fuuc- 
tion of bunch number ib, (a) for single section type, (b) for 
four section types. 

FREQUENCY ERRORS 
We examined the effects of small random variations 

in the frequencies, due, for example, to fabrication er- 
rors. There are two extreme cases. The first is that in 
which the error on each frequency in the design distri- 
bution is the same in all sections of a given type (but 
random from cell to cell). Thii case, which we shall refer 
to as Systematic” errors generally leads to an increase 
of the longer range wake field. The second case, which 
we denote “random” is that in which the errors are inde- 
pendent for each section and each frequency; in thii case 
there is some averaging of the errors over many sections. 

The expected rms size of the random frequency errors 
due to machinin 
error, i.e. af/fo B 

precision is ae,ran = 1 x lo-* (fractional 
(31. This is comparable to the spacing 

in the core of the four-interleaved-section frequency dis- 
tribution, which is one reason why it is not advantageous 
to have more than about four section types. We hope to 
keep the systematic component cre,*vs smaller than this; 
for illustration, we look at the cases CT~,*,,~ = 3 x 10m5 and 
ue,sys = 1 x lo-*. Fig. 3 shows histograms of the frac- 
tional emittance increase of the multibunch beam com- 
pared to that of a single bunch (using four structure 
types), assuming an initial offset of the beam equal to 
the bunch size, for fifteen different distributions of sys- 
tematic errors generated at each value of u~,~,,~. If we 
also include random errors uncorrelated from section to 
section, having u=,~,,,., = 1 x 10S4, there is little addi- 
tional effect on the projected emittance. 

RESONANCES 
Fig. 4 shows the maximum transverse offset of the 

bunches, for the point having the largest emittance 
growth in Fig. 3. The sharp onset of transverse growth 
at some point in the tram is typical of cases with large 
growth and is due to the fact that the wake function at 
a number of successive bunches has the same sign. This 
can happen when frequencies in the detuned distribution 
are close to a “resonance” with the bunch frequency. 

The 21st and 22nd harmonic of the bunch frequency 
lie within the range of detuned frequencies and have sig- 
nificant kick factors, according to the double-band model. 
The resonances themselves are not so much a problem 
as are nonuniformities in the frequency distribution of 
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assuming four interleaved structure types. Here we have 
assumed a FODO-type lattice, with beam size. in the ini- 
tial focusing quad equal to 3.6 ,um (comparable results 
are obtained using smooth focusing). The wake kicks are 
calculated assuming that the modes themselves are not 
significantly distorted by the presence of the misalign- 

-I ments. 
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,Figure 3. Histogram of fractional emittance increase (w.r.t. 2 
accelerator axis) of multibunch beam compared to emit- 
tance er of a single bunch, for Sfteen different systematic 
error distributions, (a) at o=,,s, = 3 x lo-‘, and (b) at 10 
ue,,“, = 1 x lo-‘. 
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Figure 4. Maximum transverse offset z/z0 as a function of 
bunch number ib, for the crc,,,,. = 1 x lo-’ distribution with 
largest emittance growth in Fig. 3. 

.modes in their vicinity. Note that the resonant wakes 
are 90’ out of phase with the bunches. Even with no 
frequency errors, a non-symmetric location of the reso- 
nant peak relative to neighboring modes can lead to a 
net wake function sum at a given bunch. This is espe- 
cially true near the end of the train, where the resonant 
width-starts to become comparable to the mode spacing. 
Nonuniformities, such as those for frequency errors, can 
lead to a net resonant wake sum, which is potentially 
much larger than that for a uniform, symmetric distribu- 
tion. 

MISALIGNMENTS 

We have also e xamined the effects of misaliguments 
of the acceleration structures. As a simple model, we 
sssume each misaligned piece of structure contains i, 
cells, 

6 
where i, may vary from 1 to the number of cells 

in a w ole structure), the misalignment within each such 
piece is uniform, and the misalignments are random with 
rms size 6,. Fig. 5 shows the tolerance tzs% on (T, to 
produce a 25% emittance blow-up as a function of i,, 
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Figure 5. Tolerance (in pm) of rms misalignments for 25% 
emittance growth (w.r.t. beam centroid) of the multibunch 
beam as a function of number of cells i, per uniformly mis- 
aligned piece of structure. 174 different random distribu- 
tions were calculated at each value of i,. The error bars 
showthermsoneachsideofthemean(0). The(m) 
(A) show the lo%, and 5% points respectively. 

We see that the tolerance is fairly insensitive to i,, 
although it is tightest when i, is around 20. The loos- 
est tolerance is for misalignment of entire structures, 
since the coherence of the detuned frequency distribution 
within a section is preserved. The tolerance for smoother 
misalignment distributions is less tight than the above 
case of random uniformly-offset pieces of structures. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Using four structure types with interleaved frequen- 

cies, the jitter tolerance is greater than the beam size, 
to keep the emittance growth to a few percent. The tol- 
erance on frequency errors that are the same for all sec- 
tions is a few parts in 10’ to keep the emittance growth 
to a few percent. For frequency errors that are uncorre- 
lated in different sections, the tolerance is looser than the 
expected machining precision of a part in lo*. For mis- 
alignments, the tolerance to keep the emittance growth 
below 25% with 95% confidence ranges from 5 to 10 pm 
depending upon the correlation length. It is probably 
possible to loosen the alignment tolerances using appro- 
priate trajectory correction algorithms; this will be a sub- 
ject of future work. 

We thank the other members of the NLC structures 
group at SLAC for useful discussions and comments. 
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